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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF Cr SUBSTITUTED GOETHITES AND HEMATITES. R. K. Vempati, 
R. V. Moms (NASA-JSC, Houston, TX 77058) and H. V. Lauer, Jr. (LESC, Houston, TX 77058). 

INTRODUCTION: The substitution of minor elements, e.g., Al, Mn, Ti, Cr into Fe oxides crystalline 
lattice is gaining increased attention because of their effect on the physico-chemical properties of the oxides. With 
Moessbauer spectroscopy and analytical electron microscopy (AEM) it now reasonably feasible to detect 
substituted Fe oxides in nature which have otherwise not been detected by x-ray diffraction and infrared 
spectroscopic analyses. Our interest in substituted Fe oxides are two folds: (1) to understand the fundamental 
properties of these oxides using x-ray diffraction, Moessbauer, magnetic, thermogravimetric analyses (TGA), and 
(2) to compare the reflectivity data of substituted Fe oxides with that of Martian data to determine the existence of 
such oxides on the Martian regolith. In this study we report initial results for c$+-substituted oxides. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION: Cr-substituted goethites, ranging from 0 to 16.5 mole 46, were 
synthesized by mixing FeCl3 and CrCl3 in the presence of 7M NaOH. The precipitates were allowed to sit for 1 
h, and the excess salts were removed by washing the oxides thrice in deionized water. The washed precipitates 
were incubated at 700C for 24 h in 0.3M NaOH solution, and parr bombed at 155OC to improve the crystallinity 
of Fe oxides. The oxides were washed salt free by centrifugation using deionized water, and freeze dried. The 
Cr-hematites were prepared by heating corresponding Cr-goethites at 650°C for 24 h. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: The color of goethites changed from yellow to mustard with 
increasing Cr content; hematites changed from dark red to burgundy. The XRD analysis for the Cr-goethites 
showed that only the 'c' unit cell dimension decreased with increasing Cr content. The plot of K, versus ionic 
radius of the incorporated metallic ion indicated the presence of c$+ oxidation state. The K, value is derived 
from the slope of the regression equation between mole% of incorporated metallic ions and the resulting 'c' unit 
cell dimensions. Thermogravimetric analysis in He gas, showed that the dehydoxylation temperature increased 
from 250 to 270°C with increasing Cr substitution. For the Cr-hematites, both the 'a' and 'c' unit cell 
dimensions decreased with increasing Cr substitution. The Moessbauer spectroscopy of the Cr-goethites at room 
temperature showed a decrease in the Bhf and an increase in the full half height peak width (FWHH), i.e., average 
values of outer peaks, with increased Cr content. Compared to the unsubstituted hematite, the Cr-hematites 
contained a decreased Bhf values and an increased FWHH values. Thus, the above instrumental analyses indicated 
the incorporation of Cr into the geothite and hematite structure, and absence of any secondary phases. 

The diffuse reflectivity spectra of Cr-goethites and hematites are given in Fig. 1. For the Cr substituted 
goethites a slight shift (toward lower wavelength) in the femc (4~2g) at -920 nm bands was observed, and the 
femc bands at ( 4 ~ l g )  -632 nm and (4Eg, 4 ~ l g )  -450 nm became less distinct with increasing Cr contents 
because of the possible overlap of the C$+ bands. The origin of the band at -700 nm is unknown. No shift in 
the femc (4T2g) band at - 850 nm was observed; this band became less distinct for hematite with 29.1 mole% 
Cr. Also, absence of a shoulder at -650 nm was observed with increasing Cr content. An additional band at - 780 nm was observed for hematites with 2 9 . 1  mole% Cr, the origin of which is unknown. 
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Fig. 1. Diffuse reflectivity spectra of Cr-goethites and Cr-hematites 
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